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Abstract
The Columbus memorial in Syracuse, New York was erected in the early 1900s
by Italian-American immigrants who hoped for inclusion in the American master
narrative. Indigenous peoples, on the other hand, have long recognized Columbus as a
slave trader and as the person who instigated European colonization in the Americas.
Following George Floyd’s murder in 2020, resistance to colonial and Confederate statues
gained widespread support. Using Charles Long’s theorization of the circle and the
ellipsis, Syracuse’s Columbus Circle can be understood as an interpretive center in
material form, underscoring how the maintenance of monuments to colonialism and
racism also perpetuate oppressive master narratives. In contrast, the Skä•noñh – Great
Law of Peace Center (Syracuse, NY) can be imagined as an ellipsis. Skä•noñh
exemplifies a more equitable approach to memorialization that requires dominant centers
and their memorial manifestations to change, entering into relationship with marginalized
perspectives that challenge their basic ideologies.
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Preface—in which bases quake
George Floyd, a Black man, was killed by a white police officer in Minneapolis
on May 25, 2020, after a store cashier claimed that he had used a counterfeit bill. His
protracted death— Derek Chauvin kept his knee on Floyd’s neck for over nine minutes—
was filmed. The video of Floyd’s death sparked huge protests against police brutality and
racism in the summer of 2020, in the middle of a global pandemic that had already
underlined existing inequalities along racial and ethnic lines. For much of June and July,
people used social media, especially Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter, turned into a
place to highlight protests, share petitions and Black activist organizations, learn about
racial injustice, and feature Black-owned businesses. Money poured into Black-led
organizations through direct donations and small fundraisers, especially groups in
Minneapolis such as the Minnesota Freedom Fund and Reclaim the Block.2 Infographic
slides explaining key concepts related to racism proliferated, as did explanations of
American history from the perspective of Black, Indigenous, and people of color
communities. Posting as if it were “business as usual” was taboo for individuals and
businesses.3 As public opinion shifted quickly—over two weeks in June 2020, support for
Black Lives Matter increased by eleven percentage points—memorials and other cultural
iconography that had seemed to be unmovable began slipping off their pedestals.4 Many
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Shane Goldmacher, “Racial Justice Groups Flooded With Millions in Donations in Wake of Floyd
Death,” New York Times, June 14, 2020. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/14/us/politics/black-livesmatter-racism-donations.html.
3
Emily Stewart, “It’s Not Just Your Feed. Political Content Has Taken over Instagram,” Vox, June 24,
2020. https://www.vox.com/recode/2020/6/24/21300631/instagram-black-lives-matter-politics-blackouttuesday.
4
Nate Cohn and Kevin Quealy, “How Public Opinion Has Moved on Black Lives Matter,” New York
Times, June 10, 2020. https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/06/10/upshot/black-lives-matterattitudes.html.
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of them were pushed: a Christopher Columbus statue in Boston was beheaded, protesters
marked a statue of a Confederate general in Richmond before pulling it down with ropes,
and a statue of Confederate captain Charles Linn was pushed over in a Birmingham
Park.5 Resistance to changing racist branding, such as Aunt Jemima Syrup and the
Indian-styled woman depicted on Land of Lakes Butter, melted.6 Companies found that
maintaining racist branding was worse for business than acknowledging the branding’s
racism and removing it. Not all contentious statues came down over the summer of 2020,
but the protests and the shifts in public opinion further rattled the bases of monuments
already on racist, sexist, and otherwise shaky grounds.

5

Colin Dwyer, “Amid Protests, Christopher Columbus Statues Take Flak In Boston And Richmond, Va.”
National Public Radio, June 10, 2020. https://www.npr.org/sections/live-updates-protests-for-racialjustice/2020/06/10/873724383/amid-protests-christopher-columbus-statues-take-flak-in-richmond-boston;
Riley Beggin, “Protesters Tore down a Statue in the Former Capital of the Confederacy. More May
Follow,” Vox, June 7, 2020. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2020/6/7/21283003/protesters-toredown-confederate-statue-virginia-monuments-alabama-new-orleans; Drew Taylor, “Birmingham’s Charles
Linn and His Linn Park Statue,” CBS 42, June 1, 2020. https://www.cbs42.com/news/local/birminghamscharles-linn-and-his-fallen-statue/. A group called the Toppled Monuments Archive is cataloging these
topplings, along with removals and relocations by officials. I am currently a member of this collective.
More information can be found here: Jillian McManemin, “Let’s Preserve Acts of History, Not Racist
Monuments,” Hyperallergic, September 21, 2020. https://hyperallergic.com/589365/toppled-monumentsarchive-op-ed/.
6
Angela R. Riley and Sonia K. Katyal, “Aunt Jemima Is Gone. Can We Finally End All Racist Branding?”
New York Times, June 19, 2020, sec. Opinion. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/19/opinion/aunt-jemimaracist-branding.html.
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Introduction—in which what follows is laid out
“For who wants to end up in the land of the lotus-eaters enjoying one’s own oblivion
before the real journey into the past has even begun, that journey into the past without
which there can be no imagining the future?” -Andreas Huyssen7
“We need to crawl back through colonialism.” -Charles Long8
To understand the cracks in a memorial’s foundation, it is necessary to crawl back
through history, to journey into the past, in order to understand their causes and to create
the new constructions of the past that will shape us into the future.9 This paper examines
the memorial landscape of the United States, the aspects of our cultural landscape that
shape how we remember.10 In doing so, it revisits aspects of the United States’ past as a
settler colonialist nation, especially contact between Euro-Americans and Indigenous
peoples of the Americas and related strategies of memorialization or repression.11 This
contact created what Mary Louise Pratt describes as “contact zones,” processes of
transculturation involving complex exchanges and relations that are characterized, but not
entirely defined, by the dominant group.12 By revisiting history, in this case the history of

7

Andreas Huyssen, Present Pasts : Urban Palimpsests and the Politics of Memory (Stanford, Calif.:
Stanford University Press, 2003), 10.
8
Philip Arnold, personal communication, April 10, 2021.
9
I use memorials and monuments as generally interchangeable terms to describe statues, sculptures, and
plaques erected to remember some aspect of the past.
10
I follow Dolores Hayden in defining the cultural landscape as “the production of space, human patterns
impressed upon the contours of the natural environment” (Dolores Hayden, The Power of Place : Urban
Landscapes as Public History [Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1995], 15). I expand this definition into my
definition of the memorial landscape as the aspects of this space that help people remember. Memorial
landscape, then, does not only refer the physical handiwork of people, but also the narratives people attach
to physical and temporal configurations.
11
In the United States, this contact took the form of settler colonialism. Settler colonialism is a land-based
form of colonialism founded in “a logic of elimination” (Patrick Wolfe, “Settler Colonialism and the
Elimination of the Native,” Journal of Genocide Research, 8, no. 4 [2006], 387). In it, settlers attempt to
replace Indigenous people physically, through both direct violence and through ongoing structures of
government and education which serve to assimilate Indigenous peoples and maintain colonial supremacy
(Wolfe, “Settler Colonialism and the Elimination of the Native;” 388, 397).
12
Charles H. Long, Ellipsis : The Collected Writings of Charles H. Long (New York: Bloomsbury
Academic, 2018), 145.
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Christopher Columbus, and reframing it through the theories of scholars of religion such
as Charles Long and David Chidester, this paper seeks to participate in a decolonial
project aimed at reclaiming stories of the past from the powerful American settler
narrative in a longer project of returning land to the stewardship of Indigenous peoples.13
Increasing concern about strategies of remembering and the memorial landscape
in various geographies resulted in the burgeoning international scholarly field of memory
studies. Distinct from psychological explorations of memory and what is understood as
the formal institutions of history production, the field of memory studies explores more
personal methods of remembering the past. Memory and history, as I use them in this
paper, are both human discourses about the past involving reconstruction.14 I understand
history as being employed in particular ways by individuals and groups to argue for the
preservation of how they imagine the past, with a disregard for the constructed nature of
their imagingings.15 This paper focuses on the master narrative of the United States as
one place where historical narratives and the American memorial landscape go hand-inhand to produce a unified front. Since memorialization is a tool used to construct the past,
often by people with money and political power, it is a key strategy of groups clamoring
to gain or maintain influence. I use Maurice Halbwachs to discuss the power of

13

Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples, 2nd ed. (London:
Zed Books, 2016); 35, 36. This paper, while re-visiting history as a hopefully valuable contribution in the
work resisting colonial narratives, relies heavily on written texts to do so. The texts I quote are written by
both Native and non-Native authors, but it cannot escape a certain tyranny of the document. To lessen this,
I strive in this paper to give full credit to Indigenous methods of memory and orientation.
14
For more of the author’s work on the politics of memory, see: Grace Fritzke, When (that) Secularism
Meets (our) Memory Politics: Repression and Representation at Whitman College (Walla Walla,
Washington: Whitman College, 2018).
15
Ana Lucia Araujo, Slavery in the Age of Memory: Engaging the Past (London ; New York: Bloomsbury
Academic, 2021), 3. I use “the past” as a way of referencing things that have already happened as way of
describing the temporal space before the present one. Memory and history imply the intervention of people
in how this past is codified, remembered, interpreted and I use the past to avoid using history in a double
sense as codified remembrances and this temporal space.
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monuments to shape the collective memory of a group, and Charles Long to reveal the
ways monuments participate in people’s orientation to their place in space and time. Such
orientation, provided by the narratives communicated through memorials, changes how
we act in the world and therefore provides a powerful argument for altering or replacing
monuments that celebrate colonialism, racism, and sexism.16
Indigenous peoples are especially hurt by Christopher Columbus’ actions and
legacy, and the increasingly popular sentiments against symbols of white supremacy
following the Black Lives Matter protests of 2020 make the removal of Columbus
monuments in the United States a particular focus for Native and non-Native activists
alike. I discuss Columbus as a historical person, Columbus as he has been memorialized
in the United States, and Columbus as he has been utilized by Italian-Americans for
inclusion into the master narrative of the United States. I weave through these topics a
case study of the Columbus memorial in Syracuse, New York. The Syracuse Columbus
monument exemplifies the understandings of history and contestations between these
understandings at play in national debates about Columbus, as well as demonstrating
physically the construction of Columbus as a representative of the master narrative.
Further, the Syracuse Columbus memorial exemplifies the ways memorials operate as
orientation for their interpreters. Its position as a representation of the master narrative
leads me to discuss it as an “interpretive center” as understood by Charles Long. Defining
the Syracuse Columbus memorial as a dominant interpretive center enables us to

16

I do not speak to the dominance of men in memorials in the United States, but it would be a rich area for
further study. There are very few women, and even fewer women of color, in memorials (Hayden, The
Power of Place : Urban Landscapes as Public History, 7). A book that will be published within the year by
Katya Miller explores the “Statue of Freedom” and related memorials in the United States and could be an
interesting starting place (Katya Miller, “Lady Freedom Heart of the Nation,”, accessed March 1, 2021.
https://www.katyamiller.com/beloved-freedom).
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understand how changing a public, material representation of a narrative is necessary to
stem the oppression carried out by that center.
I then move from the circle to the ellipsis, utilizing Long’s notion of the ellipsis as
a way of altering the hermeneutical circle in its material application. To do so, I use the
Skä•noñh – Great Law of Peace Center, demonstrating how the Skä•noñh Center’s
transition from a settler-oriented museum to a space that teaches Haudenosaunee values
and history is an example of incorporating multiple centers in a way that counteracts the
harmful effects of colonialism. My considerations of Skä•noñh are aided by nineteen
questionnaires I collected through the Skä•noñh’s email listserv.17 The respondents
shared their memories of the center, before and/or after its conversion, and their thoughts
on the role of history and memorials. In the Skä•noñh Center, and the ellipsis, I identify a
place of hope for future strategies of memorialization, one that involves adding
perspectives and shifting master narratives in favor of narratives that create a less
oppressive future.

17

Syracuse University IRB number 20-313. These responses were to be collected from in-person visitors to
the center, but the Covid-19 pandemic shut down most in-person work. The answers to these questionnaires
would be a fruitful place for more research, as I found that the respondents’ answers about the meanings of
history and memorials were very interesting.

6

Chapter I—in which memory is powerful
Memory Studies and Memory Booms
Within the scholarly field of memory studies, memory and history are understood
as each other’s foil. They are arranged in an amorphous binary, with memory being
subjective, personal, and unofficial strategies of remembering compared to history’s
institutional and factual approach.18 Memory is understood as an expansive range of
“cultural practices, material artifacts, and national narratives.”19 It can include but is not
limited to memorials, coins, paintings, rituals, poetry, oral histories and stories,
genealogies, movies, money, and memoirs. Memory studies argues that the past must be
reconstructed; history functions as a human creation, not a human discovery. The
narratives formed through this reconstruction are passed down in communities, building
their collective memory.20 The collective memory of a group of people, as theorized by
Maurice Halbwachs, involves recollections supported by “a group delimited in space and
time” and transmitted through social frameworks, such as religion and family.21 These

18

Andreas Huyssen, Present Pasts : Urban Palimpsests and the Politics of Memory, 2; Erika Doss,
Memorial Mania: Public Feeling in America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010), 49-50. Doss
also describes how this binary does not hold up; negative perceptions of history have more to do with
people wanting to “‘experience’ history” in ways that are less formal and less to do with a strict separation
(Doss, Memorial Mania: Public Feeling in America, 50-51). History, as understood in memory studies, is
distinct from the professional field of history in the United States, but many of its negative associations
stem from this field’s understanding of its work as concerned with the “objective” presentation of a linear
past without recognition of the inherent reconstruction of any attempt to capture past events in narrative. I
will return to the history of history and its popular culture implications later in this paper.
19
Erika Doss, Emotional Life of Contemporary Public Memorials: Towards a Theory of Temporary
Memorials, 1st ed. (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2008), 34.
20
It is important to note that any memory strategy can be used to reinforce dominant narratives. It is the
method of production that is less official and more expansive, not necessarily the narrative that the memory
supports.
21
Maurice Halbwachs and Lewis A. Coser, On Collective Memory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1992), 22; Araujo citing Halbwachs, Slavery in the Age of Memory: Engaging the Past, 4.
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recollections, be they in the form of rituals, stories, or material objects, contribute to the
construction of the past.22 Collective memory, then,
does not preserve the past but reconstructs it with the aid of the material traces,
rites, texts, and traditions left behind by that past, and with the aid…of recent
psychological and social data, that is to say, with the present.23
In other words, the past does not exist as such but must be reconstructed in the present.
Andreas Huyssen builds on Halbwachs’ theory, underlining this space of reconstruction
as the location of memory, and memory’s intrigue and aliveness:
The fissure that opens up between experiencing an event and remembering it in
representation is unavoidable. Rather than lamenting or ignoring it, this split
should be understood as a powerful stimulant for cultural and artistic creativity.
[…] It is this tenuous fissure between past and present that constitutes memory,
making it powerfully alive and distinct from the archive or any other mere system
of storage and retrieval.24
Memory, as defined here, is a space of potentiality. Cultural memory, theorized by Jan
Assmann, incorporates materiality into collective memory.25 It is both “materialized and
ritualized.”26 Its placement in public-facing places also naturalizes and legitimizes its
narratives.27 Cultural memory becomes part of the cultural landscape.
For the past thirty years, memory production has been booming in the United
States and in the world at large. Memorials, in particular, have become flashpoints as
people debate the value of monuments that provide a controversial, often racist and/or

22

Halbwachs, On Collective Memory, 25.
Halbwachs, On Collective Memory, 119.
24
Andreas Huyssen, Twilight Memories: Marking Time in a Culture of Amnesia (New York: Routledge,
1995), 3.
25
Araujo, Slavery in the Age of Memory, 5.
26
Ibid.
27
I understand the public sphere to be constituted by the interactions and sensibilities of the people within it
(Talal Asad, Formations of the Secular: Christianity, Islam, Modernity. Cultural Memory in the Present
[Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2003], 185). For more on spaces of appearance and the role of
power within the public realm, as Hannah Arendt terms it, see: Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1974), 199-200. Further, I understand these interactions and the power
dynamics that permeate them to be shaped by the non-human, including the communication provided by
the landscape, buildings, and memorials.
23
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sexist, version of the past. Interest in what to remember tends to swell during events that
challenge national identity and unity, including civil rights movements, periods of heavy
immigration, and war.28 For example, the majority of monuments to the American
Confederacy were not built directly after the end of the Civil War. Instead, large numbers
were built in the early 1900s and the 1940s through the 1950s during the Jim Crow era
and the Civil Rights Movement, respectively.29 White Americans feared the advancement
of civil rights and the simultaneous threat to white America’s hold on dominance. To
counteract this threat, they built Confederate monuments in large numbers, asserting the
ongoing influence of white supremacy in the United States’ master narrative and
collective memory.30 After the 1960s, there was a shift towards revisionist histories. The
United States’ role in the Vietnam War and decolonization movements awakened
Americans to some of the injustices of American imperialism, resulting in increased
interest in marginalized perspectives within dominant narratives.31 The Red Power
Movement in the late 1960s and early 1970s highlighted the oppression of Indigenous
peoples in the United States, while the 1980s and 1990s saw the surging of “identity
debates” over identities such as “gender, sexuality, and race.”32 Additionally, Andreas

28

Doss, Memorial Mania: Public Feeling in America, 27; Miles Parks, “Confederate Statues Were Built To
Further A ‘White Supremacist Future,’” National Public Radio, August 20, 2017.
https://www.npr.org/2017/08/20/544266880/confederate-statues-werebuiltto-further-a-white-supremacist-future.
29
Doss, Memorial Mania, 20; Parks, “Confederate Statues Were Built To Further A ‘White Supremacist
Future.’”
30
For more on Confederate monuments, see the Southern Poverty Law Center’s project “Whose Heritage?
Public Symbols of the Confederacy,” accessed March 22, 2021. https://www.splcenter.org/dataprojects/whose-heritage#findings. I define “master narrative” as the dominant historical understandings of
the nation-state. I will discuss the American master narrative in more detail in the following section.
31
Huyssen, Present Pasts, 12. As Charles Long puts it, “all of these kids who [were] looking for another
world [were] looking for a world other than the American dream world” (Long, Ellipsis : The Collected
Writings of Charles H. Long, 317).
32
See: David Martínez, Life of the Indigenous Mind : Vine Deloria Jr. And the Birth of the Red Power
Movement (University of Nebraska Press; 2019); Huyssen, Twilight Memories: Marking Time in a Culture
of Amnesia, 4.
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Huyssen points to the rise of Holocaust debates in the 1980s and repeated genocidal
policies in the 1990s, in Rwanda, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Kosovo, as producing
urgent concerns about what will be remembered to limit future atrocities.33 By the mid1990s in the United States, “memorialization [had become] a strategy of excavation and
preservation of long hidden ethnic American voices and grievances.”34 Urgent focus on
memorializing was one response to an increasingly diverse and mobile society and
globalized world.35 Huyssen describes this phenomenon as an international “memory
boom,” one that pushes “the monument and the memorial” into the spotlight.36 Erika
Doss describes the feelings that accompany this boom as a “memorial mania,” featuring
“an obsession with issues of memory and history and an urgent desire to express and
claim those issues in visibly public contexts.”37 Producing statuary and other forms of
memorials to valorize individuals is generally a Euro-American style of memorializing.
Some Indigenous groups also create statuary, such as the totem poles of various tribes in
the Pacific Northwest. However, these memorials are generally not understood as

33

Huyssen, Present Pasts, 12-13. While outside the scope of this paper, the memorial culture of the former
Yugoslavia is a rich place for further study. In addition to the fluctuating memorial landscape based on the
whims of the conservative and nationalistic governments of the various countries, the non-governmental
sector has been active in creating museums exploring unofficial histories. For example, see the Museum of
Broken Relationships in Zagreb, Croatia, and the War Childhood Museum in Sarajevo, Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
34
Linenthal, The Unfinished Bombing : Oklahoma City in American Memory, ix.
35
Doss, Memorial Mania, 19; Talal Asad, Genealogies of Religion: Discipline and Reasons of Power in
Christianity and Islam (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993), 9, quoting J. Clifford. Clifford
is solely referencing physical mobility when he discusses the increase in interaction with the cultural other,
but the Internet arguably allows for similar forms of movement of the self into interaction with cultural
difference. The prolonged negotiation of the self in areas categorized by but not entirely defined by colonial
dominance appears to have applications in a digital realm and may qualify as “contact zones” as defined by
Long and discussed later in this paper (Long, Ellipsis, 145). Exploring the implications of the Internet’s
“contact zones” is outside the scope of this paper but would be a productive direction for future research.
36
Andreas Huyssen, “Monumental Seduction,” New German Critique, no. 69 (1996): 181. Accessed March
20, 2021. doi:10.2307/488614; Andreas Huyssen, Twilight Memories, 3. The international politics of
memory is a productive place for more research, for example upswellings of memorial-making in Britain in
the early 1900s (Doss, Memorial Mania, 27).
37
Doss, Memorial Mania, 2.
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permanent, and usually involve some sort of connection with the sacred, as opposed to
being conceived as an opportunity to valorize individual people.38 The increasing
diversity of the United States has led to two main lines of thought: the belief that
narratives should become more inclusive, and the reaction against immigration and social
justice narratives as unwanted challenges to white dominance in American society. The
tension over the shape of the United States’ master narrative carries over into discussions
over statues and other memorials with racist or colonial narratives, resulting in fierce
arguments over who and what should be remembered and how.

Terror of History to Obsession with Memory: the American Master Narrative
The American master narrative, including its memorial manifestations, is based in
Euro-American understandings of history and religion, and it uses these categorizations
to decimate Indigenous memory. The master narrative of the United States, together with
its memorial manifestations, is made up of the dominant formulations of the American
past and centers the white settler experience at the expense of Black people, Indigenous
people, and other marginalized groups. This master narrative includes ideals such as
freedom, equality, progress, and often explicit white racial superiority. Underlying such
narratives are ideas about history and religion that stem from the post-WesternEnlightenment period when Europeans conceived of religion as beginning to separate
from the so-called secular. It was supposedly retreating to the private sphere and enabling
rational thought to proceed unhindered.39 In the United States, the ideology of

38

Scott Manning Stevens, “Native forms of history: Beyond oral history: (wampum, bark scrolls, and
winter counts),” lecture, “Memory and Memorials in Indian Country” (Syracuse University: September 10,
2020).
39
José Casanova, “Secular, Secularization, Secularisms,” in Rethinking Secularism, ed. Craig J. Calhoun, et
al. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, USA, 2011), 57. This emphasis on rational thought developed into
the post-Western-Enlightenment Europe’s disenchanted worldview (Talal Asad, Secular Translations:
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secularization became associated with Protestant Christianity, freedom, and progress,
enabling colonial and imperial projects under the guise of bringing these values to
others.40 History was thus freed from religion, which American historians took to mean
that their field was producing a definitive and objective representation of the past.41 It
was conceived as always beneficial to humankind in the way it revealed the truth of what
had happened.42 History was normalized as a linear set of discrete events, a temporality
derived from the Christian understanding of time as leading to the resurrection but
stripped of these references.43 Thus secularized, the West was able to “[equate] and
[identify] the time of Western culture with the meaning, structure, and order for a
normative understanding of all human time.”44 The West then introduced this time in
colonial contact.45 Even when the secular is understood as a concept and not a state, it is
still a lens through which many people in the West view their lives. For them—or us,
depending—the unending march of history without religion to give it meaning is
frightening. Mircea Eliade describes this problem as the “terror of history,” explaining
that when meaning through religious justification is taken away, the fact of an event
happening “will not go far toward freeing humanity from the terror that the event

Nation State, Modern Self, and Calculative Reason [New York: Columbia University Press, 2018], 15)
whereas Indigenous cultures of the Americas have traditionally held enchanted, or animated, worldviews.
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inspires.”46 Huyssen draws out Eliade’s point, linking this terror of history to obsession
with memory: “our secular culture today, obsessed with memory as it is, is also somehow
in the grips of a fear, even a terror, of forgetting” in a world of “increasing instability of
time and the fracturing of lived space.”47 Conceptions of history, and its connection to
religion and the secular, can therefore be understood as an underlying drive in the current
upsurge in memorialization and debate over master narratives.
The American master narrative identified the origin of the United States with
Native people, and then with Europeans who arrived in the Americas.48 Even before the
establishment of the United States, the West imagined the Americas through exotified
symbols of Indigenous peoples. L’Amérique, also called the Indian Princess, was a
Native woman who “represented continental America alongside female allegories of
Europe, Asia, and Africa” on European maps starting in the sixteenth century.49 After the
United States was founded, it continued the use of Indian-styled figures in its selfrepresentation as they were understood to symbolize the American rebellious spirit in
breaking away from Britain.50 As the States moved away from its association with
Britain, the favored imagery became the more docile “idealized [Indian] princess.”51
When the United States wanted a more dominant image, Columbus, a person who
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enslaved Indigenous people, became the symbol of choice. This development of the
figural representation of the United States demonstrates how exotification and
tokenization of Indigenous peoples began early on in Western interaction with and
colonization of the Americas. It also highlights an integral tension for the United States:
considering Indigenous peoples to be key to the origin of the United States while also
seeing them as an obstacle to white European civilization.52
Indigenous peoples’ ongoing role in the American master narrative demonstrates
how they are instrumentalized when they support the United States but left out when they
challenge it, as the United States only allows Native people to occupy certain roles. For
instance, Pocahontas is used to demonstrate the conversion and assimilation of an Indian,
the acceptable trajectory for Indigenous peoples according to the United States.53
Representations of Indigenous peoples from the earliest days of the United States feature
the tokenization of Indian-styled figures. Philip J. Deloria (Dakota Sioux) discusses
representations of Indians in nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century literature, shows,
and films, demonstrating that Indians played a dramatic role in what was presented as
historical representations of the “Wild West” but always in the context of “white national
narratives” [emphasis in original].”54 Memorials in the United States followed similar
cues, with representations of Indigenous peoples traditionally limited to those seen as
friendly to white people and the goals of settler colonialism.55 Depictions of Indigenous
peoples in the U.S Capitol Rotunda, a building where the histories most valued by the
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United States are told, include a painting of the baptism of Pocahontas, a relief showing
an Indian welcoming a Pilgrim family, and the “Statue of Freedom” on top which
combines features of the Indian princess, Liberty, and Columbia.56 Indian-styled mascots,
branding, and festival wear proliferated in schools, stores, car names, and musical
celebrations in the twenty-first century, reducing Indigenous peoples’ to oppressive
stereotypes, contributing to their subjugation, and dismissing their lived experiences.
The United States’ master narrative creates its own prescriptions for the
appropriate role of Native peoples and provides them with stages of so-called
development to follow: savage, “herder, farmer, mercantilist, industrialist, and so on.”57
Native peoples are an integral part of this American origin story but are presented as pasttense history. The United States’ dominant narrative attempts to limit Indigenous peoples
to certain stereotypes, such as the “noble savage” or the “Indian princess,” none of which
enable Indigenous peoples to change or be seen as modern. It attempts to narrowly
constrain Indigenous peoples’ ability to define their identities, laying out a false choice
between “assimilation or secession, inside or outside, modern or traditional.”58 To
maintain its colonial dominance and force Indigenous peoples within the roles laid out by
its master narrative, the United States implemented programs and structures to erase
Indigenous constructions of the past and memory strategies. The United States
government began directly supporting the Christian conversion of Indigenous nations in
the early 1800s, and enacted codes that outlawed various forms of Indigenous cultural
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and religious practices.59 The Dawes Act of 1887 instituted allotment, splitting lands still
in the possession of Indigenous nations and tribes into individual parcels to encourage the
eventual assimilation of Indigenous peoples into Euro-American culture. Declension
narratives about Indigenous peoples flourished. They proposed that Native people were
destined to fade away through death or assimilation into dominant American culture, and
they fed into the “Vanishing Indian” trope which the United States government used to
justify its assimilatory tactics.60 The federal government set up residential boarding
schools that ran through the second half of the twentieth century. They forced thousands
of Native children from their communities and attempted to systematically strip them of
their cultures.61 Linda Tuhiwai Smith (Ngāti Awa, Ngāti Porou) argues, “In these
experiences [such as boarding schools] the obliteration of memory was a deliberate
strategy of oppression.”62 The United States, and the other colonial states which used
boarding schools as a strategy of domination, conceived of the schools as a way of
transmitting their own culture. Robin Wall Kimmerer (Citizen Potawatomi Nation),
describing the infamous Carlisle School, underlines that to the United States it
represented a “preservation of its heritage” while in Indian Country the school is a
“chilling emblem of a heritage killer.”63 The codes outlawing many Indigenous sacred
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practices were not revoked until the late 1970s, forcing Indigenous nations and tribes to
perform in secret and under threat of persecution. Nevertheless, Indigenous peoples
resisted and continued to resist violent colonial efforts. Kevin Bruyneel locates
Indigenous resistance on the boundaries between the options laid out by the United
States:
In resistance to this colonial rule, indigenous political actors work across
American spatial and temporal boundaries, demanding rights and resources from
the liberal democratic settler-state while also challenging the imposition of
colonial rule on their lives. The resistance engenders what I call a ‘third space of
sovereignty’ that resides neither simply inside or outside the political system but
rather exists on these very boundaries.64
In this “third space of sovereignty,” Indigenous peoples’ demands of the settler-state do
not negate their active resistance to the same state.65 They can operate both within and
without, with neither positioning affecting their sovereignty.
Ill-founded concerns about accuracy and preservation, combined with the
understanding of history as a linear set of discrete events, led to—and leads to—the EuroAmerican dismissal of Indigenous methods of remembering as unreliable. Whereas the
Western concept of history relies on knowing the “date” of an event in a chronology to
make it real, Indigenous history-making works in a more circular fashion and subverts
other expectations of Western history-making such as its patriarchal orientation.66
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Kimmerer, for instance, describes how history is conceived of by Anishinaabe people as
compared to Western understandings of history:
For in the popular way of thinking, history draws a time ‘line,’ as if time marched
in lockstep in only one direction. […] But Nanabozho’s people know time as a
circle. Time is not a river running inexorably to the sea, but the sea itself—its
tides that appear and disappear, the fog that rises to become rain in a different
river. All things that were will come again.67
History is not tied to a chronology of discrete events but is instead flowing, receding and
returning. In addition, Indigenous history is often recorded orally or with methods that
rely on both content and form, such as wampum, winter counts, and birch bark scrolls.
Each of these methods is mnemonic devices used as strategies of memory and
documentation, confounding Western history’s reliance on the written word.68 The
West’s historical narratives, and the United States’ master narrative in particular, use
their understanding of valid historical information as reasoning for their dearth of
Indigenous history and expertise.
The United States’ master narrative is heavily represented in its memorial
landscape, with stories of settler triumph told from public squares and governmental
buildings in the form of paintings, statues, plaques, and settler-focused historical centers.
Memorial-making as an effective tool of shaping and maintaining the master narrative
has not generally been available to marginalized peoples in the United States.69 This
situation began to change, however, in the 1990s with the increasing “democratization of
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memorials and memorial process.”70 More than simply a way of adding perspectives to
the American master narrative, memorialization “[is] a strategy of revision.”71 It can be
an avenue for changing this narrative or contesting it and its constituent values. ItalianAmerican immigrants used memorialization to change the national narrative in the early
1900s with much success, as will be discussed in Chapter II. The current upswing in
memorialization has seen spikes in memorials of contestation, such as the opening of the
National Museum of African American History and Culture (2003), in the National Mall,
and memorials that complicate simple separations between groups, such as the National
Native American Veterans Memorial.72 Individual memorials to under-represented
groups such as women and Black people have become more popular.73 There has also
been a remarkable number of topplings of monuments related to colonialism and the
Confederacy, either by protestors or through official removals, following George Floyd’s
death in May 2020.74 All in all, the trend in memorials is departing from the American
master narrative and moving toward complication, contestation, and diverse
representation.
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The Power of Memorials: Collective Memory and Orientation
The power of public memorials stems from their ability to create, shape, and
maintain the collective memory of a society. Situated as they usually are in public-facing
locations, memorials legitimate the narrative and values symbolized in physical form.
Memorials represent the conscious action of a person or group with resources in support
of particular “social and political interests and…historical narratives.”75 Memorials,
therefore, are never neutral. When a group creates a memorial, it communicates its hopes
for the future and contributes to the authoritative status of its constructed history.76
Memorials are often employed by the dominant Euro-American culture to reinforce the
master narrative of the United States. As a result, they often tokenize Indigenous peoples,
only memorializing those who were friendly to Euro-Americans and furthered the goals
of settler colonialism. Not all events are chosen to be remembered, and some are actively
repressed because they provoke shame or anger in a way that the group with control over
the narrative wishes to avoid.77 Memorials represent aspects of the past that people hope
will shape the future and its collective memory.
In addition to memorials’ ability to mold the collective memory of a society, they
also shape people’s understandings of their place in the world. Situating memorials in a
definition of religion is helpful here, even though it is a delicate task. As Charles Long
began articulating in the 1960s and 70s, there is an “irrefutable connection between
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colonialism and the ways that all of us conceptualize religion.”78 Talal Asad and Tomoko
Masuzawa reinforced this understanding and Asad’s conclusions, in particular, have been
influential. He warns anthropologists against universalizing definitions of religion
because they “hinder… investigations [of how societies produce, authorize, respond to,
accumulate, and distribute] knowledge because and to the extent that they aim at
identifying essences when we should be trying to explore concrete sets of historical
relations and processes.”79 Universal definitions of religion, such as the one by Clifford
Geertz that Asad critiques, attempt to describe religion itself as something separable from
life processes and materials. Long subverts the problem that Asad highlights by tying his
definition of religion to these very “concrete sets of historical relations and processes.”80
He understands religion as “orientation,” “…the manner in which a culture, society, or
person becomes aware of its place in the temporal spatial order of things.”81 Long
continues, “Implied in the term is a recognition of the powers that accrue to the
specificities of the modes of being that are coincidental to this situation.”82 Orientation
then involves consideration of time, space, power, and the other influences affecting how
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people figure out their place. Such a definition opens up possibilities of analysis: whose
orientation, where and how, and in conversation with whom. Religion becomes
generative and not static, as it “expresses creativity and critique in the face of the given
orders of creation” and is a complicated and “dialectical process.”83 In this formulation of
religion, a person’s physical surroundings and narrative influences are significant. Daniel
R. Wildcat discusses how Indigenous understandings of the world and a person’s place in
it are developed, echoing Long’s definition of religion:
Our ancient Native understanding begins with the necessary task—the
problematic—of establishing what Deloria calls our personality: who we are.
Learning comes early in Indigenous institutions, not through lectures but through
experience: customs, habits, and practices. The primary lesson learned is and was
that knowledge and understanding come from our relatives, the other ‘persons’ or
‘beings’ we have relationships with and depend on in order to live… [and how
we] begin to understand who, why, and even to some degree what we are.”84
People understand their place in the order of their time and space through their
relationships with other people and things. Consider also Halbwachs describing how
memories are called into being: “We ask how recollections are to be located. And we
answer: with the help of landmarks that we always carry within ourselves, to think about
others, and to locate ourselves within the social framework in order to retrieve them.”85
Halbwachs proposes that landmarks inside a person and the thought of other people bring
up memories. Expanding his theory to consider physical landmarks outside of the self,
just as his understanding of collective memory has been expanded to include the material,
people use their surroundings to orient themselves to their place in the world. Considered
in this way, religion becomes a helpful lens through which to understand memorials: part
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of the creative process of orienting oneself in the world. Charles Long understands both
personal and collective memory to stem from actual experience: who you are and where
you have come from.86 The act of memorializing, then, can be seen as a physical
production of people’s experiences and their desires based on those experiences, varied
as they are in interpretation and conceptualization, as opposed to the representation of an
objective moment in some sort of neutral temporality.
The orientation provided by memorials comes from the stories they tell, as
narratives locate us and change how we live. Benson Lewis (Western Apache) describes
how the stories cause change:
I think of that mountain called Tséé Ligai Dah Sidilé (White rocks Lie Above in a
Compact Cluster) as if it were my maternal grandmother. I recall stories of how it
once was at that mountain. The stories told to me were like arrows. Elsewhere,
hearing that mountain’s name, I see it. Its name is like a picture. Stories go to
work on you like arrows. Stories make you live right. Stories make you replace
yourself.87
Lewis highlights how the narratives of a place shape how a person moves through life,
working on them and their perception of how to live. Robin Wall Kimmerer argues
similarly that the way we tell stories changes how we act:
A species and culture that treat the natural world with respect and generosity will
surely pass on genes to ensuing generations with a higher frequency than the
people who destroy it. The stories we choose to shape our behaviors have
adaptive consequences.88
The narratives memorials tell, formed and interpreted by people, function in a similar
way. James Young argues “that public memory is constructed, that understanding of
events depends on memory’s construction, and that there are worldly consequences in the
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kinds of historical understanding generated by monuments.”89 In other words, the
narratives wrapped up in monuments enable people to understand their place in the world
in particular ways, and thus influence how they act in the world. Maintaining, changing,
or removing memorials is therefore a weighty affair.
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Chapter II—in which we discuss Columbus
Columbus the Person
Christopher Columbus is a figure at the center of many ongoing discussions about
memorialization in the United States whose life details are hotly debated. He is
significant due to his centrality to the origin story of the United States’ master narrative,
his representation of immigrant success to some descendants of Italian-American
immigrants, and his role in the beginnings of colonialism of the Americas. Columbus was
born in 1451 in Genoa, part of the Genoese Republic. Although Italian as a national
identity did not exist as such at the time, he is often associated with Italy.90 Columbus
dreamed of reaching the “Indies,” otherwise known as Asia, to “get gold, pearls and
spices by trade or conquest.”91 He applied for state sponsorship from Portugal and then
Spain, the latter of which consented to his proposal and demands in April 1492.92 While
his first voyage was celebrated by Spain as a successful exposure to future wealth, his
second voyage was marked by the deaths of Spanish settlers from his expedition in large
numbers, mass enslavement of the Taíno Indians of Hispaniola, and brutal systems of
subjugation including mutilation and rape.93 Columbus and the Spanish men he oversaw
frequently used brutal tactics to control territory and people or to gain information.
Columbus took several men captive on Hispaniola during his first voyage, carrying them
back to Spain and writing to the Spanish Crown, “[These] people are very unskilled in
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arms, as Your Highnesses will see from the seven that I caused to be taken to carry them
off to learn our language and return.”94 Columbus used his position as colonial governor,
granted to him by the Spanish monarchs, to assign men from his expedition to oversee
various local communities. Some of the atrocities occurred on their watch, against
instructions from Columbus, such as Mosén Pedro Margarit.95 Margarit’s methods were
brutal and the Indigenous people rose against him. Instead of holding the abusive Spanish
settlers to account, Columbus “sent a force” that captured fifteen hundred Taíno people to
send to the Spanish queen, against her wishes.96 As seminal Columbus historian Samuel
Eliot Morison states, “Instead of punishing the authors of all this wickedness, [Columbus]
punished the innocent victims.”97 He sent five hundred of the captives to Spain, of which
two hundred died on the journey and the majority of the rest arrived very sick.98
Columbus’ third and fourth voyages did not go any better. During his third
voyage, the Spanish settlers he had left behind in Hispaniola rebelled against his rule.
When Columbus asked for the Spanish crown’s help in putting down the rebellion, they
sent Francisco de Bobadilla, who arrived in July 1500, just in time to see seven rebels
hanging from gallows.99 Although Morison presents the killing of Spanish rebels as an
overdue show of strength by Columbus, Bobadilla shackled Columbus and sent him back
to Spain.100 The monarchs were sympathetic to him, however, and granted him a fourth
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voyage, which Columbus took to mean that the rights and privileges they had stripped
from him would eventually be restored.101 Columbus was altogether unsuccessful, never
reaching Asia or procuring enough gold and spices to mollify the Spanish crown.
Although he was one of many colonial figures from Europe venturing out to the
Americas, his efforts played a significant role in initiating the European colonialism of
both continents.
Columbus’ voyages were the instigation for papal bulls that built on the Catholic
church’s imperial reaches. The role of Columbus’ voyages in the establishment of the socalled Doctrine of Discovery by the Catholic church embroils him in a key part of the
structure of settler colonialism in the United States. In 1493, Pope Alexander VI released
“Inter Caetera,” a papal bull intended to capitalize on Columbus’ explorations and
legitimize Spain’s land claims to the region over Portugal’s.102 Inter Caetera declared that
Christian explorers could seize the land of non-Christians as it was “terra nullius,” empty
land. Inter Caetera built on “Romanus Pontifex,” Pope Nicholas V’s 1455 papal bull,
which authorized the enslavement of local peoples. Taken together, the Catholic church
allowed that any resources of the land, including people, were thereafter the property of
the Christian conqueror.103 These papal bulls served as the justification and legal
precedent of sorts for the voyages that followed, along with a wide range of European
Christian colonialism and imperialism. In the United States, the Doctrine of Discovery is
baked into the legal argument for its right to land. The 1823 Johnson v. M’Intosh case
established that European discovery of the Americans transferred land title to the
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Europeans, whereas Indigenous peoples were merely occupants without rights to title.104
In addition to legal precedent, the Doctrine of Discovery also resulted in popular
understandings of Euro-American rights to Indigenous lands in the form of “manifest
destiny.” Manifest destiny refers to the nineteenth-century ideology that understood the
colonial expansion of the Euro-American United States to be justified and inevitable,
supported by a Protestant Christian God. These layers of justification for American
colonialism, including fifteenth-century papal bulls and the idea of Euro-American
manifest destiny, led to the forced taking of Indigenous lands and the violent subjugation
of Indigenous peoples. Columbus is located in the heart of these justifications and is
therefore a well-recognized symbol of oppression for Indigenous peoples.105

Columbus Memorialized in the United States
The United States’ memorial landscape is flush with Columbus, mostly in the
form of nineteenth-century representations of the colonialist as an American patriot
carrying out manifest destiny in opposition to Indigenous peoples’ right to their lands. He
was, as Ericka Doss suggests, “statue mania’s most popular ‘great man.’”106 His name,
figure, and/or face can be found in the names of cities and streets and hundreds of
memorials in public locations such as the front of courthouses and parks. Memorials to
him were built fairly early in American history; the first was an obelisk erected in 1792,
the three-hundredth anniversary of Columbus’ first voyage.107 Before the 1950s,
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Americans primarily knew about Columbus before the 1850s through oral history and
elementary education, where students were taught that he was the discoverer of the
Americas and a model American.108 However, the 1850s saw an “explosion” of
representations of Columbus in public art.109 By the late nineteenth century, various
ethnic groups in the United States were utilizing Columbus to increase their cultural
standing and visibility. This “political appropriation of the Columbus symbol” was used
with the most success by Italian-American immigrants.110 They used the Columbus origin
story to unite over a pro-American and pan-Italian identity and to push back against
heavy discrimination in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Columbus, a Italian
of a sort and a Catholic, playing a pivotal role in the origin story of the United States’
master narrative enabled Italian-Americans to burnish their reputation as integral to the
United States and gain broader acceptance in white America. Various organizations used
Columbus as a way to develop their communities’ identities, including religious, ethnic,
and educational groups.111 They were most active between 1870 and 1920, a period of
strong Italian immigration to the United States.112 The “Knights of Columbus” was a
prominent mutual benefit society of the period. Founded in 1892 as a Catholic fraternal
society, it successfully convinced its members to promote the Columbus origin story in a
myriad of ways.113
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Columbus statues funded by different mutual benefit societies cropped up across
the country. While the first Columbus statue was erected in 1792, they proliferated
around the turn of the next century as they were used by less visible groups to “construct
narratives that included them.”114 Columbus Day celebrations, which had been underway
since the 1860s, started to take a more organized form in the late nineteenth century as
well, with cities such as Denver, Colorado seeing them as a “tool to fight anti-Italian
prejudice.”115 An Italian-American man named Generoso Pope joined forces with the
Knights of Columbus and together they were instrumental in convincing President
Franklin D. Roosevelt to make Columbus Day a national holiday.116 Columbus was
becoming well-established on the American scene.
Columbus was not only a pro-American figure to memorialize but also a proFascist-Italy one. Pro-Fascist Italians in the United States thought of Mussolini as the
“modern Columbus,”117 and Generoso Pope was one such Italian. He was a strong
supporter of the Italian dictator Mussolini, convincing Roosevelt to make American
foreign policy neutral toward Mussolini’s invasion of Ethiopia in 1935.118 The United
States was relatively friendly to Mussolini’s rise to power and considered Fascist Italy to
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be amenable to American interests even as Americans voiced opposition to Mussolini and
the idea that Columbus discovered America.119 Italian women around the world,
including hundreds of Italian-Americans in central New York, supported Mussolini’s
invasion of Ethiopia by sending him their gold wedding bands in 1935.120 The general
acceptance of Mussolini’s power by the federal government and the recognition of a
common resemblance between Columbus and Mussolini led promoters of Fascist Italy to
support the building of Columbus statues in the United States and to celebrate their
Italian heritage through the celebration of Fascism. For instance, Pope and other
supporters of Fascism were active in the Columbus Day wreath-laying at the Columbus
Circle monument in New York City from 1935 to 1937.121 Thousands of Fascist
supporters attended these ceremonies, which “mimicked Italian Fascist rallies” and
featured men giving the Fascist salute and wearing Fascist military uniforms.122
Mussolini himself was involved in the 1933 dedication of Chicago’s Columbus statue in
Grant Park. Originally, Mussolini was to give a speech via broadcast, but Augusto Russo,
Mussolini’s ambassador to the United States, read the speech instead.123 In it, Mussolini
emphasized the building of the statue as a collaboration between “two great nations.” He
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wrote of the statue’s erection: “Italy, rejuvenated by Fascism, is happy to join the
celebration.”124 Other statues of Columbus in the United States also have Fascist
connections. Vittorio di Colbertaldo, a former member of Mussolini’s voluntary
bodyguard and militia group, sculpted a handful of Columbus statues in the United
States, including Miami’s Bayfront Park Columbus statue (1952), San Francisco’s Coit
Tower Columbus statue (1957), and a smaller replica of the Coit Tower statue that was
donated to the San Jose City Hall (1958).125 The direct connections between Columbus,
Fascist Italy, and Italian-American nationalism highlight how Columbus statues, from
their erection, supported oppressive regimes even while they united Italian-Americans in
a common pro-American identity.

The Columbus Monument in Syracuse
The Columbus monument located in Syracuse, New York brings together these
issues of Fascist support and Italian-American identity. First proposed in 1909 by an
Italian-American Syracuse University professor, Italian immigrant families of Syracuse
were very involved in the statue’s funding and planning.126 After various negotiations and
lawsuits over its placement and details, the statue was created by Lorenzo Baldi and
destined for St. Mary’s Circle in downtown Syracuse. When the Italian community did
not have enough funds for shipping the statue from Italy to New York, they set to
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fundraising from a building owned by the Knights of Columbus.127 With a donation from
Mussolini, who gave money under the condition that the statue would bear the inscription
“Christoforo Colombo, Discoverer of America,” the statue made it to Syracuse.128 It was
dedicated on Columbus Day, 1934. The
memorial itself features a bronze statue of
Columbus atop a modified obelisk of pink
granite. 129 The obelisk includes four
bronze heads of Indian-styled men. These
heads feature Plains-Indiafn-style
headdresses, unrelated to the Taíno people
Columbus encountered or the Onondaga
Nation on which the memorial stands.
Around the base of the obelisk are reliefs
depicting Columbus’ arrival in the
Figure 1: Syracuse Columbus memorial from the front.
Notice the wreath, placed by Italian-American residents
several days earlier on Columbus Day. Photo by the
author, October 14, 2019.

Americas and his conversion efforts. The
obelisk sits on a fountain, featuring bronze

sea creatures with water pouring from their mouths into a pool featuring a compass made
in tile.130 At the time of its unveiling, the country was recovering from the Great
Depression, Adolf Hitler had declared himself Führer of Germany in August, and Mao
was days away from beginning the Long March, which eventually established him as the
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leader of China’s Communist Party.131 Only a year later, the American federal
government began the Work’s Progress Administration, later changed to Work’s Projects
Administration, and greatly increased the number of memorials and murals constructed to
honor various aspects of the settler American past.132 Such work functioned to unite the
country around common stories, many of which echoed the themes of American
nationalism and ethnic pride present in the Syracuse Columbus memorial. As will be
discussed later in this paper, the memorial offensively presents Indigenous peoples as
figments of the past, and symbolizes a horrific legacy of colonialism in the Americas. It
is also still meaningful for several Syracuse Italian-American families as a reminder of
their ancestor’s aspirations and sacrifices. Protests at the memorial occur annually on
Indigenous Peoples’ Day/Columbus Day and activism related to the statue’s status is
ongoing. The contestation of Syracuse’s Columbus memorial marks its deep significance,
negative and positive, for the Onondaga Nation and some Syracuse Italian-Americans,
respectively.

The Sacred and Columbus
The intense contestation the Syracuse Columbus produces regarding its meanings
reveals the way this statue, and others like it, become sacred objects. The sacred as I am
using it has two main components: the transcendental and the social. The transcendental
component stems from the ideas of Rudolph Otto and Mircea Eliade, whose discussions
of the holy and the real, respectively, locate the sacred as “set apart” and as an “otherness
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transcending the ordinary world.”133 The sacred’s transcendence does not, however,
negate its situatedness in social production. Its second component, the social, derives
from the work of Emile Durkheim, who, according to David Chidester, highlights that the
sacred is “set apart in such a way that it stands at the center of community formation.”134
Chidester describes the sacred, and the way it is produced in communities, as follows:
In between the radical transcendence of the sacred and the social dynamics of the
sacred, we find ongoing mediations, at the intersections of personal subjectivity
and social collectivities, in which anything can be sacralized through the religious
work of intensive interpretation, regular ritualization, and inevitable contestation
over ownership of the means, modes, and forces for producing the sacred.135
The mediations Chidester describes involve “religious work.” Such deliberate, albeit nonprofane, human intervention seems to be different from what Eliade understands as the
origin of religions: hierophanies.136 Philip Arnold, exploring how Indigeneity and
sacrality relate, describes how hierophanies according to Eliade are “the creative center
of religious life,” involving appearance in the material world and an association with a
point of origin.137 A hierophany “founds the world,” making it a point of origin.138 The
“appearance” of a hierophany, as well as the Eliadean understanding that the sacred is
discovered and not created in places, appears to limit the sacred to a non-human, nonprofane occurrence.139 However, if we allow “appearance” and “discovered” to be
understood more broadly, then we can conceive of hierophanies as appearing and being
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discovered through the “extraordinary attention” of people.140 The production, as
Chidester terms it, of the sacred therefore may be both a creation and a discovery.
The sacredness of the Syracuse Columbus memorial, conceived as a sacred
hierophany and produced through the work of the Italian-American community, provides
a helpful structure for exploring the creation, maintenance, and discourse around it. Its
materiality as a memorial made of things bronze and concrete, the centrality of Columbus
in the origin story of the United States’ master narrative, and the ways the sacred are
produced through its presence grant it significance to some Italian-American community
members even as these aspects open it to contestation. As alluded to in Chidester’s
location of the sacred in the previous paragraph, he considers the sacred to be produced
through four methods: “extraordinary attention, regular ritualization, sacrificial
exchanges, and inevitable contestations over the ownership of the sacred.”141 I will
briefly walk through these methods as they apply to the Columbus origin story and
related memorials, Syracuse’s Columbus memorial, and its contestations.
“…extraordinary attention…”
Intense attention was focused on Columbus in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century by Italian American immigrant groups, strategically cementing him in
the collective memory of Americans and simultaneously establishing him as an Italian, to
bolster their claim to being a triumphant part of the United States’ white-dominated
master narrative. Statuary and other forms of memorials to Columbus were part of Italian
American groups’ strategy in the “appropriation of public spaces,” recognizing that “[a]
statue is just an object; but if that statue is in public space, then a statue can also be a
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symbol of political power.”142 Attention to any particular statue of Columbus is not
maintained at this extraordinary level, but its presence reaffirms the master narrative. The
thousands of Columbus memorials across the United States grant some level of
continuous attention to Columbus not granted to any other single figure.143
Attention given to the Syracuse
Columbus memorial comes from a second
place as well: its imposing size. The
modified obelisk on which the statue
stands is twenty-nine feet tall, and the
Columbus statue itself is eleven feet tall,
for a total height of forty feet. The pool
that surrounds the base of the obelisk is
eighty-five feet in diameter. Even

Figure 2: The Syracuse Columbus memorial as viewed from below and
behind. Photo by the author, October 14, 2019.

compared to the large buildings which surround it, the Columbus memorial stands its
ground and takes up a lot of it, demanding the attention of all who pass by.
“…regular ritualization…”
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In addition to the continued attention brought to the Columbus narrative through
the material presence of his figure in public places, Columbus memorials are also
sacralized through their regular
ritualization. In Syracuse, some
Italian-American groups take pride
in how they have maintained a long
tradition of placing a wreath at the
statue’s base each year on

Figure 3: The wreath in question for 2019. Photo by the author,
October 14, 2019.

Indigenous Peoples’ Day/Columbus Day.

An opinion piece by members of the Columbus Monument Corporation lauds the eightysix wreath ceremonies that Italian-Americans have performed at the Columbus memorial
since the statue was dedicated in 1934.144 The group highlights that these rituals are
meant to reestablish the honoring of “a magnificent mariner from Genoa, Italy, whose
four voyages to this Western Hemisphere opened up a hemisphere never written about or
thoroughly explored before by and for Western Civilization.”145 In other words, they
honor the Columbus of the American master narrative.
“…sacrificial exchanges…”
The sacrifice involved in many of American Columbus statues is related to the
hardships experienced by Italian-American immigrants at the turn of the century who
faced discrimination from earlier Northern European immigrants. They also donated
144
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money for the memorial to be created despite their limited means. For Syracuse ItalianAmericans such as Mark Nicotra, et al., continuing to honor the Columbus memorial is
about remembering the bigotry experienced by their ancestors and how the statue
represents “something tangible for all to admire that [represented] them.”146 Their
sacrifices were in exchange for inclusion in the American master narrative. The sacrifices
underlying Syracuse’s Columbus statue are no longer being made by the individuals who
revere it, but past sacrifice by their relatives still animates this aspect of the memorial’s
meaning. The ongoing repetition of Italian-Americans’ sacrifices, however, requires
sacrifice on the part of Indigenous peoples who must endure the presence of a violent
colonizer in a public place of honor.
“…contestations over the ownership of the sacred…”
Michael Taussig describes the act of defacement of a statue, arguing, “When the
human body, a nation’s flag, money, or a public statue is defaced, a strange surplus of
negative energy is likely to be aroused from within the defaced thing itself.”147 This
understanding of the relationship between human intervention and the production of
energy echoes both Chidester’s argument that the sacred is produced through human
intervention and Eliade’s notion that the sacred being discovered not created. Taussig
claims that monuments themselves call for desecration simply by being placed on a
pedestal through what he calls the “law of the base.”148 Taussig argues that the “state of
desecration” is the closest thing “to the sacred in this modern world.”149 Granting that
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Taussig is referring to the sacred in the context of a certain worldview, that of postWestern-Enlightenment rationalism, the marking of a statue can be understood as directly
producing the sacred by contesting the validity of the narrative it elevates. In the case of
Columbus statues, the narratives withheld from formulations of Columbus in the
American master narrative create space for contestation. Mark Lewis underscores that
“the lies, or repressed history, of the regime” constitute “an invisible fault line” in a
statue.150 In other words, the lies and repressed history of the American master narrative
create room for effective contestation of its material representations.
The contestation over Columbus statues’ sacred status has been ongoing and
fierce. Indigenous peoples in what is currently the United States recognize Columbus as a
symbol of the beginning of the colonization of the Americas. They point to Columbus’
brutality and the way his voyages encouraged future colonial endeavors, not least through
the papal bulls released to support his work. Non-Native historians have consistently
echoed the work of Indigenous peoples on Columbus’ actions and effects.151 Public
protests of Columbus by Indigenous groups such as the American Indian Movement
(AIM) grew in energy and visibility during the 1960s and 1970s. AIM’s pouring of fake
blood on the Columbus statue in
Denver, Colorado in 1989 set a
model for future protests. This act
has become a common method for
Figure 4: Paint marking on the base of the Syracuse Columbus
memorial (Nicholas Lisi, Post-Standard, March 20, 2019.
https://www.syracuse.com/news/2011/11/vandals_hit_columbus_m
onument.html).
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expressing the violence caused and

initiated by Columbus.152 Protests are most frequent on Indigenous Peoples’
Day/Columbus Day but also occur throughout the year.
Contestation of the Syracuse Columbus memorial in particular has been ongoing
for decades. For instance, Mark Robinson, a supporter of the Skä•noñh – Great Law of
Peace Center, recalls attending a protest of the statue in the 1990s led by Tom Sullivan
(Mohawk).153 The prominence of the Onondaga Nation in the nation’s homelands is one
reason for such activity. Additionally, the increasing attention to the marginalized
narratives of the United States’ past over the past few decades has contributed to broader
support for the removal of Columbus statues from non-Native community members.
Various committees discussing the statue have been implemented by Syracuse mayors,
with little to show for it. During the Black Lives Matter protests in the summer of 2020,
Columbus and Confederate statues became hot spots of activism. As Sandy Bigtree
(Mohawk Nation of Akwesasne) and Philip Arnold explain, “a seismic shift in our
growing diverse citizenry, [means that] the old narratives of conquest, domination, and
Manifest Destiny are no longer tolerated so easily.154 A petition to have the statue
removed, started by Blake Garland-Tirado, a graduate student in Religion at Syracuse
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University, went viral, racking up over six thousand signatures from Syracuse residents,
students, and interested parties across the country by June 8, 2020.155 Three days later,
Syracuse Mayor Ben Walsh announced the Columbus Circle Action Group, a committee
comprised of twenty-three community members. The group’s assignment was to take
another look at the memorial and plan for a more inclusive learning park in its stead.156
Its members were unable to come to a solution. Italian-American members of the action
group expressed intense dissatisfaction with the process, claiming that the proposals
made did not provide a compromise in that they did not leave Columbus intact, in part or
whole.157 Indigenous members of the group experienced intense stress, as they had to
explain the ways Columbus did and continues to traumatize Indigenous peoples.
Onondaga Nation contributed a statement in August 2020, written by the Tadodaho,
Chief Sidney Hill, connecting the actions and results of Columbus’ voyages with ongoing
pain. The Tadodaho writes,
We fully understand the wishes of the Italian American community to honor their
heritage, but it is burdensome for the people of Onondaga to see Christopher
Columbus memorialized with a statue. Within our lands and hearts, finding
equality and peace is difficult knowing the hardships our ancestors endured as a
consequence of his campaign. Our own monuments, beautiful lakes, streams,
rivers, and the earth itself, has [sic] suffered greatly as a direct result principle of
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the Doctrine of Discovery to which Columbus used to claim the lands in the name
of the Spanish crown.158
This statement underlines the earth and its features as holding the place of monument, a
way of describing the importance and sacrality of these landmarks for the Onondaga
Nation in terms that Euro-American culture values. It also highlights the Doctrine of
Discovery’s role in Columbus’ voyages, which connects the monument to colonialism far
beyond the reaches of being just “one man who captained a ship” as Richard Pietrafesa,
an Italian-American committee member, termed it.159 Resistance to the Columbus statue
also comes from within the Italian-American community. A multi-generational group of
Syracuse Italian-American women began meeting in July 2020 “with the goal of rethinking, removing, and replacing the statue.”160 They formed the Women of Italian and
Syracuse Heritage, Central New York (WISH CNY) after they realized that the ItalianAmerican perspective was being provided by a few older Italian-American men. The
women hoped to demonstrate that the men’s perspective was not representative of the
views of most Syracuse Italian-Americans.161 Indigenous and Italian resistance to
Columbus is an acknowledgment of his misdeeds and violent legacy.
Support for Columbus comes mostly from Italian-American and Irish-American
groups who use a variety of arguments to defend Columbus. Italian-Americans in
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Syracuse and nationally claim that Columbus was a man of his time, which involves
ignoring contemporary evidence of resistance.162 They also often attempt to justify his
cruelty with the advances Western cultures enjoyed at the expense of Indigenous peoples,
and claim that they are only celebrating Columbus for any perceived positive traits. 163
Even when it is acknowledged that the history behind Columbus is not a reason to
celebrate, selectively celebrating Columbus reveals the ideologies these memorials
maintain. Andrew Cuomo, the current governor of New York State, defended New York
City’s Central Park Columbus monument, asking people to ignore the “historical figures
being memorialized” in favor of what Columbus “has meant to people.”164 Art critic Ben
Davis argues, “In this, [Cuomo] unintentionally lays out how whiteness works as an
active ideology: a sense of cultural identity constructed at the price of willful blindness to
the reality of others’ oppression.”165 In using this defense, Italian-Americans equate a
period of ethnic bigotry with a two-continent-wide system of attempted genocide, a
strategy called “racial equivalence framing.”166
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A final and permeating defense in favor of maintaining Columbus in the public
sphere is that he is “part of history.” In the case of Syracuse, the history at stake is both
that of Columbus as a symbol and that of people’s families, i.e., the Italian immigrants
who faced bigotry and raised the money for the statue to increase their standing in
America. Italian-American writers to the Syracuse.com editor describe removing
Columbus as “editing out Columbus who is also a symbol of the European immigrants
whose labor helped build the Syracuse of today.”167 Some people underscore the plight of
Italian immigrants in Syracuse, including Syracuseans Richard C. Pietrafesa Jr. and Paolo
Saltarello. Each describes the hardships faced by their ancestors, the sacrifices they made
to pay for the statue, and a call to use the statue to remember their pain.168 Saltarello, in
particular, claims that the history of Columbus is being “rewritten” against the wishes of
Italian-Americans. In doing so, he unknowingly invokes the traditional field of history in
the United States, wherein history is objective and unquestionable. Bob Gardino, an
Italian-American Syracuse resident and retired school teacher, compared the removal of
the statue to “gentlemanly violence.”169 However, the violence against Indigenous
peoples for the past five hundred years is of a different magnitude. As Betty Lyons,
Onondaga citizen, Snipe Clan, and President & Executive Director of the American
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Indian Law Alliance (AILA), puts it, “the discomfort of removing a statue…pales in
comparison to the suffering Native people have endured.”170
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Chapter III—in which we consider shapes
Columbus (as a) Circle
The Columbus memorial in Syracuse is contested because its sacred status holds
power over the orientation of its interpreters and because it physically represents an
interpretive center with the privileges associated
with such representation. The orientation that
Syracuse’s Columbus memorial provides its
onlookers is a narrative of white supremacy and
colonialism. Located in a public square, the benches
and steps surrounding the Syracuse Columbus
statue and its fountain provide a daily gathering spot
for business people to eat lunch.171 The memorial is
at the center of what is known as Columbus Circle,
Figure 5: The Syracuse Columbus memorial
from behind, facing west, with the Catholic
church visible. Photo by the author, October
14, 2019.

with the downtown streets of Syracuse emanating
from it. Behind the memorial stands the Onondaga

Supreme and County Courts House and in front of it stands the Roman Catholic
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception. In this way, the Columbus memorial and its
surroundings physically exemplify key pillars of the United States master narrative, a
trifecta of Christianity, American legal courts, and the ‘discoverer’ of America. All three
monuments give credence to the Doctrine of Discovery ideology.172 The Columbus statue
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can be understood as forming a “circle of interpretation,” otherwise formulated by
Schleiermacher as the “hermeneutical circle.”173 In a circle of interpretation, a discourse
can be imagined to be in one location or center, forming a circle around it that involves
its interpreters.174 In the case of a memorial, those that see the Columbus memorial
become part of its interpretation. A circle implies completion, as Long argues, echoing
the field of history’s traditional self-understanding as contributing to a comprehensive
and objective telling of the past. The Columbus Circle and Columbus memorial, then,
imply a complete and unquestioned narrative to their interpreters.
Only certain interpretations are permitted from the memorial’s presentation of
Columbus; they must adhere to the center discourse. The Columbus statue towers over
four bronze heads of Plains-Indian-styled men creating a physical hierarchy reminiscent
of the much-criticized Museum of Natural History statue of Theodore Roosevelt on
horseback with an Indian and an African walking alongside.175 Reliefs at the base of the
memorial also present Indigenous people, but only insofar as they help Columbus’
voyages or convert to Christianity. Both Columbus’ location over Indian-styled heads and
the reliefs that centralize Christian colonialism emphasize settler dominance over
Indigenous peoples. They are not pictured as triumphant or still living; they are relegated
to the past in an echo of the vanishing Indian trope. The obelisk cuts in half a stone ship,
making it a rostral column meant to celebrate naval victories.176 However, it is also eerily
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reminiscent of the white stone canoe, a sacred symbol of the Haudenosaunee
Confederacy.177 The fountain celebrates Columbus’ life at sea, with sea creatures and a
compass.178 Each aspect of the memorial reaffirms Columbus as a heroic mariner who
dominated the places he visited at the expense of Indigenous people. Charles Long
outlines how the formation of the “human sciences” left some “persons and cultures that
were implicated by the ‘center’ but were never allowed to be authentic interpreters.”179
Indigenous peoples and others oppressed by white supremacy
and colonialism do not see their perspectives represented.
The only accepted center and circle of interpretation is that of
the settler-colonial understanding of the American past.
Linda Tuhiwai Smith also discusses the importance of the
center in colonial arrangements, this time in the

Figure 6: A circle with a center (“C-i-r-cu-l-a-t-i-o-n,” accessed April 10, 2021.
https://c-i-r-c-u-l-a-t-i-o-n.org/september29).

organization of physical space. Smith describes the “spatial
vocabulary of colonialism” as “assembled around… (1) the line, (2) the [center], and (3)
the outside.”180 Each of these categories was used by colonial figures through
establishment of missions, building of roads, clearing of vegetation, and mapmaking to
control Indigenous land.181 Lines were used to mark the boundaries of colonial power,
where anything outside of these boundaries was “‘empty space’” regardless of
Indigenous peoples’ presence.182 For Smith, the center comes into play among these lines
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as orientation, just as Long proposes: the center is “important because orientation to the
[center is] an orientation to the system of power.”183 The Syracuse Columbus
monument’s placement as a center orients its interpreters to the systems of power at play
in its narrative. The monument also orients viewers via the lines that emanate from it in
the form of streets and sidewalks, carrying its interpreters to mass, court, the Internal
Revenue Service, and the Onondaga Historical Society, a bastion of settler history in
Syracuse. In other words, the arrangement in space of narratives, and the centers that they
represent, shapes and limits the orientation of the people implicated by them.
Not only is the physical center the accepted narrative, but it is also the location of
what is valued and legitimate. Kenrick Ian Grandison, in a discussion of the architecture
of Black college campuses, discusses the sacrality of axes, one way in which the lines
extending from the Columbus memorial may be understood. Axes, or “imaginary lines
that run through the middles of things,” serve as demonstrations of the values of the
people or communities that preserve them.184 Grandison underscores that “axial
arrangements dramatize the centrality, high purpose, and public endorsement of these
spaces and the institutions that occupy them.”185 And they are not practical. Columbus
Circle, for instance, as with St. Mary’s Circle before it, interrupts East Onondaga Street,
causing any cars wishing to continue their journey to make several turns in the process.
The preservation of axes is costly, “especially in cities, because they represent spaces that
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could have been used for more utilitarian—and profitable—ventures.”186 Keeping the
open, the inconvenient, and the expensive real estate for axes means that they are
valuable to the communities maintaining them. The preservation of “axes for lawns,
trees, fountains, and monuments with no commercial, industrial, residential, institutional,
or even recreational use indicates that they are sacred spaces intended to symbolize the
culture’s highest values.”187 While parks and the enjoyment of beautiful surroundings do
have value, the capitalist ethos of settler society in the United States makes them
generally a secondary priority often reserved for the wealthy.188 The physical
maintenance of the Columbus memorial circle underscores the value attributed to it and
to the missions of the buildings that surround it. The Columbus statue’s maintenance is
especially significant when considered in conjunction with Syracuse’s Interstate-81
highway. The I-81 was built between 1959 and 1969 and, like other federal highways in
cities during this period, was constructed through a Black-majority neighborhood.189 The
highway came from federal funding, and the assumption that “cleaning up” impoverished
areas and connecting the city with the suburbs would provide economic growth. When
the former residents of the 15th Ward moved to the South Side of Syracuse, the white
residents of the South Side responded by moving to the suburbs, taking their tax dollars
with them.190 These satellite images show the location of I-81 through Syracuse and then
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a zoomed-in version, with Columbus Circle and its monument visible:

Figure 7: A satellite view of Syracuse, New York, with Interstate 81 visible as beige lines running through the middle of
it. Columbus Circle is located at the red pin in the bottom center.

Figure 8: A satellite view of Syracuse, New York, zoomed in to show I-81 at the right and the Columbus Circle at the
bottom left (circled in red). Circle added by author.

Columbus Circle is only approximately a quarter of a mile from I-81. Whole swaths of
family homes were demolished, but Columbus, the Catholic church, and the courthouse
remained unscathed.

Skä•noñh – Great Law of Peace (Center) as an Ellipsis
The people and groups whose narratives are in opposition to parts or all of the
American interpretive circle have to choose how to deal with this disjuncture. Long
52

highlights two common strategies of people whose narratives challenge the United
States’ center:
[Those] who were formerly oppressed have often sought to create an alternate
“circle of interpretation” that excludes the Western cultures and ideas that were
part and parcel of their former oppression. On the other hand, many members of
the formerly oppressed cultures have moved to join the ‘center,’ claiming that the
only thing false about the center was the fact that it was not inclusive.191
Creating a new circle of interpretation, or joining the dominant one, are strategies of
memory of what Long terms “formerly oppressed cultures.”192 Joining the dominant
circle was the strategy of Italian-American immigrants in the early twentieth century who
found themselves outside the circle of acceptable white interpreters and oppressed by
those on the inside. They chose to “construct narratives that included them” in the United
States’ center through their promotion of Columbus.193 Their method of joining the
United States’ center involved reinforcing the structures of white dominance that had
oppressed them so they could benefit from them in the end.
Long, however, suggests a third
option. He proposes the use of the ellipsis as
a metaphor. An ellipsis is a geometric figure
with two centers that is symmetrical about its
vertical and horizontal axes.194 Each point on
the ellipsis is based on the two foci, creating
Figure 9: An ellipsis with its signature two centers (“Ci-r-c-u-l-a-t-i-o-n,” accessed April 10, 2021. https://c-ir-c-u-l-a-t-i-o-n.org/september-29).

a ratio that is less than one. Such a ratio
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implies that something left out, in contrast to the completeness of a circle195 Long uses
the ellipsis metaphor to describe how centers of interpretation may be shifted away from
colonial centers, and I argue that it applies to the material manifestations of these
narratives as well. An excellent example of how a master narrative’s center may be
shifted comes in the form of the Skä•noñh – Great Law of Peace Center. The Skä•noñh
Center is located on Onondaga Lake, a sacred lake for the Haudenosaunee Confederacy
and the Onondaga Nation. The Great Peacemaker crossed the lake in a white stone canoe
about a thousand years ago, bringing warring nations together and establishing a lasting
peace and confederacy between the five, and now six, nations. Then in the 1650s, a group
of French Jesuits arrived on the shore of Lake Onondaga with the hope of colonizing the
region and converting the Onondaga to Christianity. They built a fort called Sainte-Marie
de Gannentaha but were unsuccessful and left in less than two years.196 In the years that
followed, the Onondaga Nation’s lands were taken by the predatory practices of
companies and New York State, as well as through treaties with the federal
government.197 The Nation’s children were also subjected to boarding schools and other
tactics meant to force them to assimilate to Euro-American culture and obliterate their
cultural memory.
In the 1930s, the Works Progress Administration was searching for projects in
which to employ unskilled and unemployed men after the Great Depression. It
commissioned a fort along the shores of Onondaga Lake to remember the Jesuits and
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their attempt to convert the Onondaga. The fort, which opened in 1933, was built to
evoke a nineteenth-century fort, promoting the Indian and cowboy trope that was popular
in settler American culture.198 The structure was demolished and replaced in 1991 with a
more accurate seventeenth-century fort and a visitor’s center, and its name became Sainte
Marie Among the Iroquois.199 It told a history of the settler American center,
emphasizing the challenges faced by the Jesuits and their efforts to convert the Onondaga
to Christianity. People who visited Sainte Marie remember things like a forge
demonstration, being given a spear and headdress, and seeing a longhouse, although a
longhouse has ever existed at the site.200 A citizen of the Oneida Nation, Turtle Clan
recalled, “I took part in a Haudenosaunee social dance outside of the fort. I felt that the
fort was interesting and wondered why our Haudenosaunee part in history was not told. I
also remember feeling that if the French were visiting in friendship, why build a fort?”201
Sainte Marie and the French Fort before it told their story from the center of the
American master narrative.
Sainte Marie Among the Iroquois struggled financially and permanently closed in
2011. When Onondaga Historical Association took the site over and Syracuse University
Religion professor Philip Arnold was appointed Founding Director, Arnold formed a
partnership with the Onondaga Nation and an academic collaborative to create a new
center, one told from the perspective of the Onondaga Nation. The Skä•noñh – Great Law
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of Peace Center opened in 2015. It is part of a trend noted by Amy Lonetree of an
increasing number of collaborative partnerships between Native nations and tribes and
non-Native entities in the creation of cultural centers.202 Its significance comes from its
ability to speak on the American center from the perspective of the sovereign Onondaga
Nation.203 The center’s interpretation very intentionally centers Indigenous values and
history. The museum begins with Haudenosaunee history and culture, and settler colonial
contact is not discussed until the upstairs portion of its exhibit. Skä•noñh does not avoid
talking about the American center and master narrative, as Long describes some
oppressed groups doing. Instead, it considers this center from the perspective of the
Onondaga and Haudenosaunee. The American center of interpretation has been forced to
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shift in conversation with another center.204 European settlers are not absent, but they are

Figure 10: The first two displays upon entering the Skä•noñh – Great Law of Peace Center. Photos by the author,
November 20, 2020.

no longer all-important. The center’s narrative emphasizes diplomatic relations between
the Haudenosaunee and other nations, including the Dutch, with whom the
Haudenosaunee established the Two Row Wampum treaty. With two parallel rows of
purple, each representing one of the nations, the Two Row Wampum symbolizes an
agreement to live alongside the other without interference.205 Such an arrangement of
space goes against the settler configuration of space as described by Linda Smith, as there
is no center or outer limit.
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At the Skä•noñh Center, we are at a place on the ellipsis of the contact zone
between the European settlers and the Haudenosaunee that is much closer to the
Haudenosaunee’s center. In this contact zone, there are complicated exchanges which
otherwise go unaddressed in settler histories, exemplifying the interplay of factors in the
third space of sovereignty. The
Skä•noñh Center features a
“Contributions Room,” with an
exhibit outlining a few of the ways
that the Haudenosaunee have shaped
United States culture: democracy,
Figure 11: An approximation of Skä•noñh’s position on an
ellipsis. The smaller black circles represent the settler center
(left) and Haudenosaunee center (right). “C-i-r-c-u-l-a-t-i-o-n,”
accessed April 10, 2021. https://c-i-r-c-u-l-a-t-i-on.org/september-29.

women’s rights, environmental
sustainability, and the Creator’s Game
(lacrosse). One person from the

Oneida Nation stated that when they visited the Skä•noñh Center, after previously having
been to Sainte Marie Among the Iroquois, they felt like they saw “our Haudenosaunee
truths being told.”206 Holly Haile Thompson (Shinnecock Nation) also spoke to the
significance of the Skä•noñh Center, saying, “There are so few repositories of Native
Wisdom and History available to the general public and so the importance of the work at
the Ska-nonh Center is greatly increased far beyond being a resource for Native People
alone.”207 The Skä•noñh Center increases the availability of an Indigenous perspective in
the public sphere and creates an ellipsis where there once was a circle.
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The Columbus memorial in Syracuse is
easily accessible by bus, its square is open for
sitting free of charge, and the imposing buildings
surrounding it declare its importance. Skä•noñh
Center is less accessible. Traveling to it requires
Figure 12: Skä•noñh Center and Onondaga Lake.
Photo from “20 Goals for 20 Years,” FOCUS
Greater Syracuse, accessed April 19, 2021,
https://www.focussyracuse.org/20-for-20skanonh/.

a car and five dollars for admission, and the
building’s only nearby landmark is Onondaga
Lake, sacred to the Haudenosaunee Confederacy.

The challenges of visiting the Skä•noñh Center demonstrate why it is important that
public representations of the United States master narrative that cause harm to
marginalized groups be reworked. The Columbus Monument Corporation disagrees and
sent a letter to Syracuse.com implying that the existence of the Skä•noñh Center and the
Columbus memorial are parallel and balance each other out, each presenting one group’s
history. The group wrote, “Each culture must have its pride in order for that culture to
exist and survive. […] Visiting the Ska-nonh Center near Onondaga Lake one can see the
history of the Onondaga Nation told through the lens of the Nation. It is a beautiful
historical site that enriches Onondaga County.”208 This perspective, however, does not
require the dominant center to be shifted in response to the one being oppressed by it.
Skä•noñh’s existence several miles from the Columbus statue does not disrupt the
immediate narrative understood by the monument’s interpreters. Two centers and two
circles are not enough if one set harms marginalized people. Richard Pietrafesa, Jr. also
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suggests leaving the statue since “[removing] the symbols doesn’t erase history. Leaving
them reminds us to confront history, and to learn from it.”209 Pietrafesa’s suggestion
similarly does not require shifting the dominant center. Offensive monuments unaltered
do not expose offensiveness but instead mask it. Keeping a statue honoring Columbus
maintains a colonial center, proclaiming a narrative that is celebratory instead of
shameful or angry. And removing a memorial or changing its symbolism is challenging,
especially when some wish for its message to remain intact. It is necessary work,
however, if we wish to move toward a more equitable society.
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Conclusion—in which we think of mutual flourishing
Columbus Day has been replaced with Indigenous Peoples’ Day in seventeen
states, the District of Columbia, and one-hundred and thirty cities, even as many ItalianAmerican groups maintain their celebrations.210 Dozens of statues of Columbus were
removed or relocated away from public sites last year, and offensive branding, with its
tokenization of Indigenous and Black people especially, also appears to be fading. Older
definitions of history continue to exert influence, however, especially in how people
understand the ongoing role of public memorials. Claims that history is being erased and
forgotten obscure the ways history is always reconstructed; it is not the static monolith it
has been conceived as by settler historians in the United States. Suggestions that we can
celebrate Columbus for his bravery or seamanship fall flat, as it is only from within a
dominant center that the suggestion of selective celebration of Columbus can be
understood as ethical.
When two centers and their respective circles are combined, they are no longer in
their same position relative to their surrounding interpreters; they must change to
recognize the influence of the other. Increasing the number of perspectives of history is
important too, as several Skä•noñh Center supporters stated in their responses to my
survey about what history means to them.211 However, adding more perspectives to the
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American master narrative without confronting the colonial violence at its center is not
enough. The memories of people who have been oppressed include the influence of the
dominant group, whereas the master narrative includes the oppressed insofar as they
assist in maintaining its dominance. Instead, more groups must be willing to participate in
ellipses.
It is time for the Columbus memorial to join in an ellipsis with Indigenous voices
rather than continue to mark the absence of these voices. Upon completion of the
Columbus Circle Action Group’s work, Mayor Ben Walsh decided that the circle needed
to be renamed and that its statue, pan-Indian heads, and reliefs showing Columbus
arriving in Hispaniola needed to come down.212 Committee work on creating a new
monument, one that honors Italian-Americans and provides an inclusive narrative of who
belongs in Syracuse, will start in mid-April 2021. Robin Kimmerer reminds us that “we
can’t meaningfully proceed with healing, with restoration, without ‘re-story-ation.’”213
The United States’ stories will necessarily change as they slowly enter into relationship,
create an ellipsis, with perspectives that shift the dominant center and acknowledge
complicated relationships. Creating an ellipsis with another center is a practice in
humility for the people of the dominant center.214 It involves a willingness to implement
changes to the master narrative of people’s upbringing and cultural landscape, a space
that may hold special memories and relationships. Perhaps the things left out can be
considered productive forgetting, a Nietzschean suggestion.215 Or maybe that which is
212
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left out may be conceived as the result of something being used up; we can see the results
of certain narratives, how they affected our actions and our world, and decide that we no
longer wish to be shaped by their understandings. The fruit is what matters, as the
religion used for domination through the Doctrine of Discovery teaches. Kimmerer
reminds us, “All flourishing is mutual.”216 We will eat better, each and every one, if our
fruit trees, narrative and biological, grow from ellipses of empathy and attempts at mutual
understanding, if we follow the Two Row Wampum.
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